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interesting that recently Sachs4 suggested the necessity of the
existence of such a coupling term to account for the data.

A full text of this work will be published elsewhere.
The author wishes to thank Prof. L. Infeld for many valuable

suggestions and helpful criticism.
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(h Xu)e=(h)avX(u)a ~ (4)

The symbol ( )a, is introduced to indicate an average' taken over a
volume whose linear dimensions are large compared to domain
sizes but small compared to a distance L in which (h)a„changes
appreciably; clearly L&X/4, where k is the wavelength in the
material. Letting u= ini+ja2+ha3, where i, j, k are unit vectors
along the x, y, z coordinate axes, respectively, and noting that in a
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~HE microwave Faraday rotation in a ferromagnetic material
is calculated below without invoking the restriction, implicit

in Roberts" and Hogan's' adaptation of Polder's' theory, that the
material be magnetized to saturation. Under certain conditions the
rotation 0 is shown to be proportional to the static magnetization
M throughout the magnetization curve or hysteresis loop of the
material.

If the magnetic inhomogeneities are larger than the domain wall
thickness, the exchange torque may be neglected at points not
contained within walls, so that at such points the time-dependent
saturation magnetization and eRective field vectors are related by

aM, (t)/at =yM, (t) xH(t), (1)

where the damping torque is omitted for simplicity, and ge/2nsc is
denoted by y. Letting H(t)=Ha+h(t), M, (f) =M,+m(t), and
m(t) Xh(t) =0, one obtains with exp(icvt) type time-dependence

m = (y/ace) (Ham 3f,h) Xu, — (2)

where u is a time-independent unit vector defined by M, =3f,u.
The vector Hp ——Hpu is an effective, local, static field and repre-
sents the resultant of the applied, anisotropy, and magnetic
interaction fields at the equilibrium orientation defined by
M, (t) =M, . (Although H p is not calculable, it may be characterized
by the energy increase 3f,Hpq'/2 caused by a small deQection q
of M, (f) relative to M, .) The vectors m, h, u, and the scalar Ha are
functions of position.

Assume that H,y«co, where H is some applied field capable of
saturating the material and corrected, if necessary, for demag-
netization due to the shape of the specimen. Since Hp&H„ it
follows that Hpy«co. Assume, in addition, that 4m M,y«co.
Equation (2) then leads to

b +—h=4 meh+a�(4~My/cu) ,hXu

where Hp does'not occur explicitly.
Consider a polycrystalline material containing randomly ori-

ented crystallites and let it be statically magnetized to some
definite state. The internal dynamic demagnetizing field, which
contributes to h, may be sufFiciently random so that the proba-
bility of h having any specified value at a given point is inde-
pendent of the direction of u at that point. This lack of correlation
justifies the equation

polycrystal magnetized parallel to k the relations (a&)a„=(cxz)ay=0
and (na)a, =DE/M, are valid, one obtains from Eqs. (S) and (4)

(b )a„=(b )ay+a(4z'DER/co)(by)a„ (Sa)

(bw)a&= &(4z~'r/~)(Iaz)av+(bw)av (5b)

(b )aq =(hz)av (Sc)

In general, domain wall displacements may also contribute to the
(diagonal) components of the tensor relating (h)a„and (h)a„but if
such contributions are neglected, and the other assumptions of
Eqs. (5) apply, then these equations (or their obvious generaliza-
tions for finite damping)' should be used instead of Polder's'
tensor for the Faraday eRect and other applications.

D (b)a~, (h)a&, and (E)a~ are proportional to exp(acct pz)—,
Maxwell's curl equations in an unbounded, nonconducting,
medium lead to

(h)ay= (p c /co a)((h.)a,k —(h)a,), (6)

where e= e&
—i~2 is the dielectric constant. Combining Eqs. (5) and

(6) one obtains two circularly polarized waves described by
p+'= —(co'a/c')(1%4zMy/co). With the abbreviation a, rr=(~a~
+a~)/2, it follows that

e= (Z/2) /1m(p ) —Im(p+) ]= (2z ye, n&/C) Zbf, (7)

a result derived by others" for M= M, and not, as they believed,
for an arbitrary 3E.

The published data~2 suggest that the predicted proportionality
of 8 and M may apply even under wave guide conditions provided
M is uniform throughout the sample. In the case of a thin disk
possessing a large demagnetizing factor in the z direction, of
course, no remanence (or hysteresis) of 8 or M is to be expected.
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~ If the damping term —7i( [H(t) .M, (t) ]Me(t}/Me —H(t) ] is included in
the right-hand side of Eq. (1),and it is assumed that g' =—4~q/to&&1, then the
nondiagonal components of the tensor in Eqs. (5) remain unchanged; the
diagonal components become pI& =@22 =1—i''and egg =1 —i g' [1—(M/Me}2].
The Faraday rotation, Eq. P), remains unchanged.
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~HE half-life of Ca4' has been estimated by Walke, Thompson,
and Holt' to be 180&10days, and by Matthews and Poolm to

be 152 days. The discrepancy between these values seemed to
warrant the redetermination described below.

The decay of 2.3 g of calcium carbonate which had been
irradiated for about a day in the Harwell pile, was followed with a
Q.E.C. end-window G-M counter, type EHM2. Day to day
variations in the response of this counter (which, however, never
exceeded 2 percent) were corrected for by counting a standard
uraninite source. The active material was contained in a brass
source holder sealed off with thin cellophane to prevent any change
or losses. The activity fell from 3934 counts/min to 1668 counts/
min in 202 days. A least squares semilogarithmic plot of the decay
gave a value of 163.5 days for the half-life, with a calculated maxi-
mum error of &4 days.

Since an interval of over 100 days was allowed to elapse between
the irradiation of the material and the first measurement, any
short-lived radioisotopes produced during the activation will have
almost completely disappeared. As regards long-lived contami-
nants, a consideration of the analysis of the calcium carbonate
shows that the greatest contribution will be made by S'5. Even this,
however, will be less than 0.1 percent of the calcium activity. The


